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I. HISTORY RESTITUTIONS 
 

MAX STEINER AND THE CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD 

MUSICAL STYLE* 
 

Assoc. Prof. Silviu Şerban Ph.D. 

Spiru Haret University 
 

Abstract 

The non-diegetic presence of music in the filmic universe was a technical 

necessity in the Silent Movie Age. With the advent of the soundtrack, the cineastes 

reached the conclusion that the direct sound was a necessity; therefore, music 

cannot be anything but intradiegetic. However, it was only the musicals that dared 

to provide a musical accompaniment to action, the rest of the soundtrack consisted 

in the characters‟ dialogs. It took Max Steiner‟s genius for music to make a non-

diegetic comeback to the cinema and to enhance the message of the images 

according to the cineaste‟s choice. The present article attempts both to grasp the 

context of this comeback illustrated in the King Kong score and to offer a synthetic 

perspective upon the characteristics of the Max Steiner paradigm within the classic 

Hollywood style by analyzing some of the movies sountracked by the Austrian 

composer. 

 

Keywords: film music, Wagnerian leitmotif, Mickey-Mousing, non-

diegetic music, soundtrack 
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THE PRECURSORS OF THE LUTHERAN  

CHORALE. THE HEBREW CHANT 

 

Student Dorothea-Lidia Caraman 

Spiru Haret University  

 

Coordinator: Lect. Aurel Muraru Ph.D. 

Spiru Haret University  

Abstract  

When it comes to Christian expression through musical language, 

Hebrew chanting is a form of meditation that opens the doors of the heart. 

Repetition of sacred Hebrew psalms clears the mind of chatter, and 

represents the most authentic, specific and genuine way of communicating 

with God and peers. By living this reality, the Hebrew chant accompanied 

Christians along the centuries and found a strong supporter in the reforming 

ideology of the Lutheran Chorale.  

 

Keywords: Hebrew chant, Lutheran, chorale, hymns, psalms, music 

 

  

 
II. ANALYTICAL PROSPECTS 

OF MUSICAL SPEECH 
 

ORATORIO – STYLISTIC HIGHLIGHTS 
                                  

Assoc. Prof. Georgeta Pinghiriac Ph.D. - Dean 

Faculty of Social and Human Sciences, Bucharest 

Spiru Haret University 
 

Abstract 

Lyric theatre singer of the beginning of the XXI century, like a hungry 

traveller invited to a feast, enjoys a great artistic diversity with which to enjoy 

the hungry spirit. Musical styles from which to choose ranging from 

declamations on the music of Giulio Caccini to the singspiel site of Wolfgang 

Amadeus Mozart, the oratorios of Johann Sebastian Bach to Arthur 

Honegger‟s psalms, from sparkling operettas of Franz Lehar to the drama of 
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Alban Berg. Depending on the requirements of the repertoire selected, vocal 

technique to be used differs also adapting to the astonishing range of Baroque 

melodic lines and dynamic elegant arcs of bel canto, passion and strength 

verism or versatility last century creations in search of innovative sound 

effects. To be able to decide on the desired voice path career marked out by the 

works included in the repertoire, lyric theatre interpreter will consider his native 

data such as ambitus, vocal colour, artistic temperament. Then filtering will be 

done through the prism of his affections, explained the attraction to certain 

sounds or mysterious or topics creations by composers who will reveal some 

special affinities. 

 

Keywords: oratorio, profane cantata, cantus planus, Gregorian chant, 

Protestant chorale 
 

 

THE PARADIGM OF NATIONAL ROMANTIC MUSIC 

COMPOSING IN THE CONTEXT OF CONTEMPORARY  

CULTURAL GLOBALIZATION 

 

Lect. Luminiţa Guţanu Stoian Ph.D. 

Spiru Haret University 

 

  Abstract 

  This study approaches the piano work “Variations on a Greek Island 

Dance” of the composer Vangelis Karafillidis. We mention the composing 

style of the composer, specialy the amalgamate of Greek folk music with 

classical and romantic elements. 

  In the climate of stylistic diversity that has characterized the Greek and 

the overall Western music composition approaches during the recent years, 

Vangelis Karafillidis (b. 1971) brings forth an indubitable degree of 

professional probity. The piano work “Variations on a Greek Island Dance” 

follows an almost classical “Theme and Variations” form. The style of the 

music is an amalgamation of romantic mood with melodic and harmonic 

simplicity, structural clarity and Greek folk music-inspired originality. 

 

  Keywords: Vangelis Karafillidis, variations, Greek National School, 

modern compositional techniques, piano work 
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SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE PROGRAMME MUSIC  

IN CONTEMPORARY FILM MUSIC 

 

Assoc. Prof. Viorel Creţu Ph.D. 

Spiru Haret University 

      Abstract  

The following lines try to deal with a specific peculiarity of contemporary 

music in modern society. It is obvious that, today, music is used beyond the 

concert halls, on various occasions where its role and significance rely 

sometimes on completely external elements. While teaching various notions 

of programme music in master classes and seminars, continuous interaction 

with the students frequently brought to my attention some kind of kinship 

between older scores and film music and PC games music. These lines try to 

examine in which way a comparison of programme music composed early in 

the twentieth century and film and PC games music is capable of unearthing 

elements of real interest. Which could be those elements? I presume that 

assuming the possibility that narrativity would impose its „rules‟ both in 

scores of Shostakovich or Rosenberg, for instance, would be one such 

element. And even more: very serious and professional research on 

Hollywood‟s golden age film music gets very astute in defining “principles” 

whose retranslation would make sense for well-established names in 

programme music.   

  

Keywords: film music, programme music, PC games music, computer 

games music, narrative music, narratives, script, plot, dialogue, conflict 
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III. MUSIC EDUCATION – METHODOLOGY 

AND ANALYSIS 
 

THE TRAINING OF MUSICAL HEARING 

FROM THE NEURO-GENETIC PERSPECTIVE 

 

Assoc. Prof. Crinuţa Popescu Ph.D. 

Spiru Haret University 

 

 Abstract 

 For the education and the musical practice is well-known the value of 

capacity to perfectly distinguish and reproduce the sounds, separate and in 

interrelations. In using each type of hearing (absolute and relative) there are 

advantages and disadvantages. An advantage for relative hearing is easy oral 

transposition, through reporting at certain interval, in comparison with 

subjects of absolute hearing – advantage in the correct reproduction by 

memory of the sounds. At the same time, these may release during work the 

short term memory (while using the long term memory), and these mental 

resources can be organised in the same time and through performance in 

interpretation.  

 

Keywords: absolute hearing, relative hearing, the development of 

musical hearing, sounds highness perception 
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IV. DEFINING ELEMENTS 

OF THE TRADITIONAL SONG 
 

ARCHAIC MANNERS OF ROMANIAN TRADITIONAL SINGING  

OF DOINA: “WITH KNOTS” AND “HĂULITA”  

 

Lect. Otilia Pop Miculi Ph.D. 

Spiru Haret University 

Abstract 

This study presents an ancient mode of singing the doina, used in two 

folklore areas which are far from each other – Maramureş and Gorj –, but 

that keep this performing archetype of glottis blows. 

 

Keywords: doina, glottis blows, hăulit, head voice, Tyrolian jodler, 

glottis attack, vocal emission 

 
V. ART VALUE IN MUSICAL 

INTERPRETATION 
 

EXPRESSIVE FEATURES IN THE CHORAL WORK 

“PĂSTORIŢA” BY MARŢIAN NEGREA 
 

Lect. Aurel Muraru Ph.D.   

Spiru Haret University 

Abstract 

The choral work analyzed below is based on only six musical motives, 

which reoccur in various states, throughout the entire piece. They contain 

features that pertain to the Romanian folk songs, but also strong influences 

from the music of Debussy. The harmony flows out of the melody naturally; 

however, when it becomes a primordial element of the musical discourse, it 

acquires romantic dashes and impressionistic reflections. The poetic text 

written by George Coşbuc plays an extremely important part in the 

development of the entire literary and musical discourse; concurrently, the 

poem is the one that dictates all the musical coordinates: melody, rhythm and 

architectural construction.  

 

Keywords: tonality, modalism, pentatony, folklore  
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VI. SCIENTIFIC LIFE 
 

SPIRU HARET UNIVERSITY 

Faculty of Social Sciences  

Centre for Research and Artistic Creation  

Annual Scientific Session of Teachers – Field Music 

  Bucharest, November 23rd, 2016 

 

“EUROPEAN FORUM ON MUSIC” WROCLAW 2016 

 

Assoc. Prof. Sorin Lerescu Ph.D. 

Spiru Haret University 

 

Abstract 

The 6th edition of the European Forum of Music, which took place in 

Poland in Wroclaw, between 19 to 22 of June 2016 was full of events: 

symposiums, lectures, concerts, exhibitions bringing together musicians and 

people from other countries and cultures.  

European Forum of Music in Wroclaw was held under the title: “Musical 

Homelands: New Territories”. I‟ve noticed the emphasis that Polish 

colleagues have placed on promoting contemporary music, in the same 

period taking place in the metropolis at the west of Poland the Festival 

“Musica Electronica Nova”. 

 

Keywords: European Council of Music, musicians, lectures, Wroclaw, 

European Forum of Music, Ensemble Intercontemporain, Ksiaz Castle 

 

 


